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Yee & Sjögreen [8] compared the performance of adaptive linear and nonlinear filtering
in compact high order schemes with adaptive nonlinear filtering in standard central (non-
compact) schemes for multiscale problems containing shock waves. High order compact
schemes are methods of choice for many incompressible, nearly incompressible and low
speed turbulent/acoustic flows due to their advantage of requiring a very low number
of grid points per wavelength in linear analysis. In the presence of multiscale shock
interactions and under our nonlinear filter framework, however, this desired property of
high order compact base schemes seems to have diminished in both the gas dynamic and
MHD test cases that we have studied (compared with the same order of accuracy of non-
compact central base schemes). In addition, the compact spatial base scheme requires
more CPU time per time step and it is less compatible with parallel computations than
the central spatial base scheme. Consequently, the compact spatial base scheme requires
added CPU time in a parallel computer framework. The objective of this research is to
examine the performance of the Yee et al. high order entropy split method [6] and the
recently improved entropy split method of Sjögreen and Yee [3, 4, 5] by employing the
high order compact central spatial method instead of the standard central discretization.
Numerical experiments compared with standard central spatial discretiztions of similar
order and similar nonlinear filter approaches [7, 1, 2] will be included.
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